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About Jay Sorensen, Writer of the Report
Jay Sorensen‘s research and reports have made him a leading authority on frequent flier
programs and the ancillary revenue movement. For 2011 he was a speaker at the World
Low Cost Airlines Congress in London and the IATA Passenger Services Symposium in
Singapore and the MEGA Ancillary Revenue and FFP Event in Miami. His published works
are relied upon by airline executives throughout the world. The 2010 Guide to Ancillary
Revenue was the third edition of this popular report; it is regarded as a global resource on
the topic of a la carte pricing. IdeaWorks also published its first Guide to Loyalty Marketing
in 2010.

Jay, with sons Aleksei and Anton, on the top of
Brokeoff Mountain in Lassen Volcanic National
Park in northern California.

Mr. Sorensen is a veteran management
professional with 27 years experience in product,
partnership, and marketing development. As
president of the IdeaWorks consulting firm, he
has enhanced the generation of airline revenue,
started loyalty programs and co-branded credit
cards, developed products in the service sector,
and helped start airlines and other travel
companies. His career includes 13 years at
Midwest Airlines where he was responsible for
marketing, sales, customer service, product
development, operations, planning, financial
analysis and budgeting. His favorite activities are
hiking, exploring and camping in US national parks
with his family.

About Eric Lucas, Editor of the Report
Eric Lucas is an international travel, natural history and business
writer and editor whose work appears in MSN/Bing Travel,
Michelin travel guides, Alaska Airlines Magazine, Westways
Magazine and numerous other publications. Founding editor of
Midwest Airlines Magazine, he is the author of six books, including
the 2009 Michelin British Columbia Green Guide. Eric has followed
and written about the travel industry for more than 20 years. He
lives in Seattle, Washington, where he grows and sells organic
garlic; visit him online at www.TrailNot4Sissies.com.

Eric, at his favorite summer
retreat, Steens Mountain,
Oregon.
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The IdeaWorks List of Hotel and Car Rewards for
the World's Top-30 Airlines
Online hotel and car rewards are something new for
British Airways, Southwest, and 8 more airlines
Frequent flier programs have borrowed a best practice from their frequent guest program
cousins. The world’s largest airlines, such as American and Lufthansa, and low fare carriers,
such as Virgin Australia and Southwest, now offer members the option of hotel rewards and
other non-airline perks such as car rentals and airport lounge access. The once-frugal
airline industry is spending money on rewards to better compete with rebate credit cards,
move reward liability off balance sheets, and improve member loyalty. The benefits for
consumers are obvious if they comparison shop before redeeming miles or points.
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice has overwhelmed us with miles
Goethe wrote the poem Der Zauberlehrling in 1797 which also goes by the English title of
The Sorcerer’s Apprentice.1 Walt Disney popularized the poem by featuring it in two versions
of its Fantasia film series. Parents may recall the sorcerer’s apprentice, played by Mickey
Mouse, who casts a spell on a broom to release him from the drudgery of fetching pails of
water for his master. The novice’s magic works far too well as the workshop is soon filled
with rapidly duplicating brooms and endless buckets of water. The old sorcerer fortunately
returns, breaks the spell – and saves Mickey from a
certain drowning.
Goethe, Walt Disney, and even Mickey Mouse
might be amazed by the over-productive alchemy
of frequent flier programs. The programs
introduced 30 years ago for a small cadre of
business travelers have become a multi-billion
dollar business featuring big banks, global
partnerships, and vast networks of retail partners.
But this “bigness” has a cost. In 1994 American
Airlines, Delta Air Lines, and United Airlines
(excluding Continental) disclosed liability related to
frequent flier programs of $619 million. For 2010
the liability swelled to more than $9.9 billion.2
This is not an apples to apples comparison, as the
definition of liabilty has changed since 1994 and
varies among the airlines listed. But there is no
doubt about the stunningly large change that has
occurred.
1
2

Replace the book of magic spells with a laptop and
perhaps even the Sorcerer’s Apprentice may have
been tempted to create billions of miles instead of
buckets of water.

“The Theming of the Sorcerer's Apprentice” article in USA Today dated 9 November 2011.
Review of carrier annual reports for 1994 and 2010.
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Similar to the water in the Sorcerer’s workshop, the flood of miles and points is something
the airlines are now attempting to clean up. Plus there has been the persnickety problem of
members frustrated by the lack of reward seats. The wise old Sorcerers in this tale are the
airline CFOs who have loosened the corporate purse strings by encouraging sensible
expenditures of scarce corporate resources. Recent changes have included the addition of
easier-to-redeem one-way rewards and higher-level “anytime” rewards. Senior
management has also blessed the expenditure of precious airline cash for alternative
rewards, such as hotel stays and car rentals, as a consumer-friendly method to mop up a
portion of the mileage flood that has splashed onto balance sheets all over the world.
The richest frequent traveler program in the world
That’s the slogan Pan American Airways chose to describe its generous approach to reward
travel. Self control has often eluded the airline industry. Reward liability was not a top-ofmind consideration for airline executives when frequent flier programs were first
introduced in 1981. Originally, rewards were only restricted by the seat capacity of the first
and economy class cabins. But airline history
reveals how this early concept went astray.
For example, Pan Am’s WorldPass program
offered 30 days of unlimited first class travel
for two persons anywhere on its global
network for a scant 225,000 miles.3 It was an
amazing benefit for consumers that was
financially unsustainable.
Some in the airline industry may recall Pan
Am’s spectacular admission that it lost nearly
$50 million during the 2nd quarter of 1984
because too many seats were occupied by
reward travelers. 4 Ironically, the cause of the
mileage meltdown was a policy designed to
boost redemption and remove reward liability
from Pan Am’s books. WorldPass members
made a mad rush during the peak transatlantic
travel season. Clearly, frequent flier programs
could affect the bottom line in ways never
Pan Am reintroduced WorldPass in 1996 which included
imagined when these programs were launched
the unique benefit of mileage pooling for up to three
in 1981.
family members.
Co-branded credit cards began to appear during 1987 and included offers from American,
Continental, and United.5 Airline management quickly recognized the revenue potential of
selling millions, and soon billions, of miles to their bank partners. Competition reached
fever pitch during early 1988 when a windfall of triple-bonus-mile mania hit the US industry.
Accrual and redemption activity swelled as members joined the bonus bonanza. Not
surprisingly, capacity control restrictions for reward seats began to appear in mid 1988.6
3

“Frequent Flyers Pile Up Perks” article dated 22 April 1985 in the Anchorage Daily News.
“Pan Am Losses Mount” article dated 8 August 1984 in the Palm Beach Post.
5
“Airlines Sweeten Deals for Frequent Flyers” article dated 28 June 1987 in the Boca Raton News.
6
“Free-Flight Programs Shift Course” article dated 24 December, 1988 in the New York Times.
4
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The dual arrival of co-branded credit cards and capacity-controlled reward travel would
forever change the airline industry and frequent flier programs. Airline executives believed
they had found the holy grail of biblical lore. They now could generate millions in revenue
from the sale of miles to banks, and had created a valve to limit the supply of free seats.
Program members could be excused for being a tad Philistine in their reaction to these
marketing innovations. The phrase “bait and switch” was how consumers described being
attracted to the promise of exciting reward travel . . . only to have their dreams dashed by
capacity controls and travel date restrictions.
The program that wants you to use your miles
The drum beat of consumer complaints about reward seat availability continued for many
years. During this time, major frequent flier programs in the US, Canada, Europe, Australia
and Brazil reaped revenue in the millions (and sometimes even billions) from the sale of
miles. American disclosed its 64 million AAdvantage members had a balance of 600 billion
reward miles at end of 2009.7 The same year American issued 175 billion miles;
approximately 115 billion miles were sold to program partners and direct to members. The
carrier also obtained $1 billion from the advance sale of AAdvantage miles to Citbank the
same year. Frequent flier programs were straying from the original purpose of ensuring
consumer loyalty and had become a crucial source of funds in a cash-starved industry.
But an unexpected competitor emerged; cash-back
and travel reward cards offered by banks were luring
members in larger numbers. “No blackout dates” and
“No hassle miles” became the rallying cries for
reward cards offered by Capitol One, US Bank, and
many others. These cards made it clear they were
not peddling the airline miles that brought pain and
frustration for a growing number of airline customers.
These threats compelled the airlines to place greater
importance on member satisfacation . . . especially as
it related to reward options.
The battle against airline credit cards was

launched to attack every area of weakness.

Bit-by-bit and mile-by-mile, conditions slowly began to improve for consumers. IdeaWorks
issued its first report on alternative rewards in January 2006 and identified hotel, car rental,
holiday package, and merchandise rewards offered by eight major airlines. Lufthansa’s Miles
& More program offered vouchers redeemable at 695 individual hotel locations.8 But the
choices among rewards were limited and relied upon the clumsy exchange of paper
vouchers for reward redemption. Customer convenience and the array of choices took a
leap forward when United introduced online hotel and car rewards for all members in 2009.
United’s MileagePlus program promised a new approach by adopting the slogan “The
program that wants you to use your miles.” Hotel and car rewards, which had been limited
to credit cardholders, were expanded to all members in September 2009.9 The theme was
promoted in an advertising campaign boldly promising more redemption options.
7

Form 10-K Annual Report of AMR Corp. for 2009.
“The IdeaWorks Report on Innovative Reward Alternatives for the World’s Largest Airlines” 19 January
2006.
9
Presentation by Krishnan Saranathan, MileagePlus, United Airlines, at the 2010 MEGA Event in Montreal.
8
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The message turned the
argument against frequent
flier programs upside down.
With a few clicks of a
mouse, members could
redeem points online at
more than 100,000 hotel
and car rentals worldwide
in much the same manner
they would buy such
services at popular online
sites such as Expedia and
Orbitz. United even linked
results from Trip Advisor
to give members instant
ratings and information for
MileagePlus chose a big canvas to deliver its reward option message with email,
individual hotel locations.
direct mail, inflight, online, and airport advertising.
MileagePlus members are not tied to paper certificates, a limited selection of hotel and car
rental brands, or even a fixed quantity of miles. Members may pay using a combination of
miles and cash with a slider function - - simply move the cursor between differing mixes of
miles and cash. The rooms are actually purchased on the member’s behalf, so the stay
might just earn hotel points. It’s a blissfully simple process with ample displays of 1- through
5-star properties and a variety of room types at most hotels.

United contracts with ezRez Software, which is a leading provider of online booking support for programs.
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More airlines offer more reward alternatives
Consumers have been sending a message to airline managers for years: “We want more.”
In truth, frequent flier program members want more reward seats. Programs have been
delivering, but in a careful and discriminating manner. Anytime rewards which require more
miles represented an early attempt to meet consumer demand. However, guaranteed
rewards at 50,000 miles instead of the usual 25,000 miles have not been warmly greeted.
Some airlines, such as Delta and JetBlue, have implemented a pay-with-miles (or points)
feature which allows members to buy tickets as they would with cash. Off-peak flights and
travel periods are priced low while peak periods require more miles. Consumers intuitively
understand this and IdeaWorks believes this method will become widespread throughout
the airline industry. It allows members to be flexible and seek better deals, or to book the
last seats on busy flights at higher mileage cost. The change can be accompanied by a new
accrual policy that ties points earned to the price paid for travel . . . creating a system that
delivers more benefits to customers who spend the most.
Alternative rewards are becoming a popular feature of frequent flier programs. Of the top10 airlines reviewed by IdeaWorks in 2006, only five offered voucher-based hotel rewards.
Today, hotel rewards are now offered by all ten. Among the top-30 airlines in the current
survey, nearly two-thirds provide some type of hotel or car rental reward. Airlines have
traditionally been very stingy spending cash to purchase non-airline rewards. The purse
strings have been loosened over time by customer demands for more options and by airline
CFOs wanting to remove reward liability from balance sheets.
It’s relatively easy to add alternatives to the reward chart in the form of paper vouchers.
Prices can be negotiated with frequent flier program partners such as hotel chains, car rental
companies, and retailers. Members simply choose a certificate, receive it by mail, and
exchange it when services are provided. It can be a labor intensive process, especially when
call center support is required to address issues related to lost vouchers, which invariably
occurs. However, frequent flier programs financially benefit when members forget to
redeem vouchers. Ten percent (or more) of any paper issued by a program is usually lost,
forgotten, and never redeemed. Savvy program managers negotiate voucher deals that
charge the airline only after vouchers are redeemed by members.
But in an online world, paper vouchers are archaic. Today’s consumers expect instant
online gratification and a wider selction. The services provided by ezRez Software provide a
global inventory of 200,000 hotels.10 Customers enjoy the ability to redeem miles or points
with a few clicks of a mouse. Complete vacations can be quickly arranged with air, hotel,
and car through online booking. Or better yet for the airline, the member redeems points
for a hotel and uses cash to pay the air fare.
Vouchers are always limited to a set quantity of brands. For example, Emirates hotel
rewards are limited to two global brands: Marriott and LeMeridien. Online hotel rewards
provide access to thousands of hotels in a manner similar to Expedia and Hotels.com.
Other reward categories, such as merchandise and catalogs, are fulfilled using paper-based
and online methods. Airlines have also turned “inward” to identify alternative reward
opportunities related to their airport lounges, onboard shopping, and excess baggage fees.
10

ezRez.com Suppliers page reviewed November 2011.
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The following table summarizes the alternative rewards associated with the top-30 airlines:
Summary of Alternative Rewards for the Top-30 Airlines
Top-30 Airlines
2010 Passenger Traffic

Online Booking
Hotels Cars

Vouchers
Hotels
Cars

Merchandise
/ Catalog

Alternative Rewards
Provided by the Airline

Air Berlin
Air Canada








Air France/KLM






Lounges, Holidays, Onboard
Shop, Flight Simulator
Lounges, Excess Bag Fees,
Onboard Shop, Reward Taxes

AirTran
Alaska Airlines



Alitalia
All Nippon Airways
American
British Airways








Cathay Pacific



Continental

CC

CC

Delta





Emirates







Iberia





Japan Airlines





Holidays, Onboard Shop, ANA
Airport Shops, ANA Golfing



Lounges, Holidays






Onboard Shop (pre-order only)
Lounges
Wolgan Valley Resort

GOL



Onboard Shop, Holidays,
JAL Hotels

JetBlue
Korean Air

Lounges, Excess Bag Fees



LAN
Lufthansa/SWISS/Austrian

note A















Lounges, Excess Bag Fees,
Onboard Shop
Lounges, Holidays,
Reward Taxes







Onboard Shop, Onboard Café

CC

CC

CC

Malaysia Airlines



Qantas
SAS Scandinavian



Southwest
TAM

CC

CC

Multiplus

Thai Airways

Onboard Shop, Reward Taxes

Multiplus



Holidays
Lounges, Excess Bag Fees,
Airport Dining

Turkish
United











Lounges,
Economy Plus for a Year (CC)



US Airways

Lounges, Holidays,
Virgin Galactic Spaceflight
Data based upon a review of airline websites (English language versions only) November 2011.
Note a – Items limited to members in Argentina, Chile, and Peru. CC – Benefit restricted to airline credit cardholders.
Multiplus – points exchanged through the Multiplus network for reward redemption.
Virgin Australia
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Numerous distinctions and exceptions apply to
this inventory. All listings exclude items that
only provide purchase discounts. Merchandise
and catalog rewards represent online catalogs,
the ability to redeem miles or points for retail
vouchers and gift certificates, and Points.com
redemption activity, but don’t include airline
branded items such as model aircraft. Some
carriers, such as Southwest, restrict certain
rewards to airline credit cardholders.
The “Alternative Rewards Provided by the
Airline” are attractive for airlines, as they are
typically purchased by a simple intra-airline
accounting entry and rarely require the
expenditure of hard cash. The rewards can also A la carte meets loyalty – as shown on this onboard
stimulate revenue - - a one-time lounge
menu excerpt, EuroBonus members may redeem
experience may encourage a member to
points for food onboard SAS flights.
purchase annual membership. The following lists
some specific examples from this reward category:






Holidays: 14,300 points from Virgin Australia’s Velocity Program provide a AU$50
certificate for the carrier’s Blue Holidays program.
Lounges: 4,000 SKYPASS miles from Korean Air provide one KAL Lounge
admission in Seoul Incheon and eleven additional international airport locations.
Onboard Café: SAS EuroBonus members may use their member card to purchase
a la carte items onboard flights; 2,700 points provides a split of Champagne.
Onboard Shop: Lufthansa allows members to use their Miles & More program
card like a credit card onboard flights.
Reward Taxes: 7,500 Flying Blue miles from Air France/KLM cover the cost of
taxes and fees for each reward flight segment within Europe.

Several airline rewards deserve special mention. ANA Value Vouchers may be redeemed at
ANA Airport Shops and at the carrier’s Diamond Golf Club in Japan. Air Canada provides a
two-hour flight simulator experience for two persons in Toronto in exchange for 235,500
miles. Members of Skywards may redeem 80,000 miles for an experience at Wolgan Valley
Resort & Spa. This Emirates Airlines property is in Australia and offers reward recipients a
room, all meals and two activities such as a wildlife tour, mountain bike trek, and a guided
bush walk. Virgin Australia Velocity members may redeem 25 million points to become an
astronaut on Virgin Galactic. Even when seats are not forthcoming, airlines can still deliver
rewards to members using services and products sold under the corporate umbrella.
Reward values vary among frequent flier programs
Online booking instantly permits members to redeem miles and points for free hotel stays
and car rentals. The exchange of fewer miles for a hotel night increases the value of the
miles redeemed. Likewise, upping the mileage price for a car rental decreases the value of
the points redeemed. Consumers can easily calculate the value of miles and points by
comparing retail prices of air, hotel, car rental, and merchandise alternatives.
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The value assigned by airlines for alternative rewards can be a moving target. The price in
miles or points is typically based upon the wholesale cost of the hotel stay, car rental, or
merchandise item. Frequent flier program managers assign a multiplier to generate the
online reward price, such as multiplying a $100 rate by 100 to generate a 10,000 point
reward price. Booking software allows airlines tremendous flexibility to assign specific
multipliers based upon elite status, select hotel and car rental brands, member travel
behaviors, and other criteria. This can make any reward value comparison a moment-intime snapshot. But overall value trends between carriers can be discerned, and some
clearly offer better value than others.
IdeaWorks made queries with the ten frequent flier programs that offer online booking for
hotel and car rewards. A standard set of hotel and car rental locations was researched
using one-day stays or rentals on 01 May 2012. Rates at the four following hotels where
checked: Sheraton New York & Towers, Fairmont San Francisco, Hilton London
Paddington, and the Las Vegas Hilton. Car rental queries were made for Alamo, Avis or
Hertz economy class vehicles at four locations: Boston, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, and
Orlando. Different queries were required for SAS Scandinavian and Virgin Australia due to
location limitations. Prevailing rates in US dollars were sought at regular booking sites to
complete the value calculation process. The cash retail rate was divided by the reward price
to determine the value per mile or point. The table below lists the average results by
carrier for the hotel and car rental categories:
Reward Value Survey of the Ten Airlines
Offering Online Hotel and Car Rewards
Accrual
Hotel Reward Value
Car Reward Value
Airlines
(in alphabetical order)
Method
per Mile or Point
per Mile or Point
Air Canada
Miles
$0.013
$0.014
American
Miles
$0.010
$0.014
British Airways
Points
$0.010
$0.007
Continental
Miles
$0.008
$0.005
Delta
Miles
$0.003
$0.003
Lufthansa/SWISS/Austrian
Miles
$0.005
$0.007
SAS Scandinavian
Points
$0.015
Cars not offered
Southwest
Points
$0.007
$0.015
United
Miles
$0.008
$0.005
Virgin Australia
Points
$0.007
$0.007
Comparison based upon queries made as a non-elite status member during November 2011 at airline websites.

Comparing the value provided by airlines using miles or points is possible with a few caveats.
The values displayed for airlines that accrue based upon miles, such as Air Canada and
United, can be easily compared. British Airways uses a new Avios points currency, while
SAS Scandinavian and Virgin Australia award points. At regular economy fares, the three
carriers accrue at the approximate mileage flown by a member. Southwest is unique
because its points are based upon spending and fare type; on this basis a comparison is
difficult. However, its Rapid Rewards credit card accrues one point per dollar spent, which
is effectively the same accrual rate as the cards offered by other US major airlines. Thus,
the values displayed do provide an approximate “apples to apples” comparison.
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All figures in the table are expressed in US dollars. Reward values range from a low of 3/10
of a US cent ($0.003) to 1.5 US cents ($0.015) per mile or point. Let’s compare these
results to a standard 25,000-mile economy class reward on a typical US airline. Dividing an
average US domestic roundtrip fare of $33811 by 25,000 miles yields a value of 1.35 US cents
($0.0135) per mile. Many of the airlines listed on the table offer hotel and car rewards at
far lower values. This suggests those redeeming miles or points for alternative rewards are
effectively making a choice between the certainty of booking a room or car online versus
the uncertain nature of claiming a reward seat.
However, airlines have made the equation a bit more
complicated. Some carriers, such as American and
United, use more generous multipliers for members
having elite status. A scan of the elite benefit charts
provided by frequent flier programs reveals only
American (see image to the right) actively promotes the
feature as a benefit. Others, such as United, advise
members to “log in, you may be eligible for preferred
pricing.” The benefit provided to members having silver,
gold, and platinum status can be substantial:
Elite Status Mileage Savings Observed – United MileagePlus
Premier

Premier Executive

1K

14 to 22% savings

22 to 28% savings

37 to 42% savings

Based upon hotel results from the Reward Value Survey queried after log-in by three members with elite status.

This is truly a powerful benefit for members having elite status. It’s a smart move by airlines
to create a measurable perk for high value customers. But it’s a mystery why frequent flier
programs seem to hide the feature from members.
Airlines learn to manage room nights and rental days
If managing thousands of reward seats on daily flights was not enough, alternative rewards
require airlines to manage hotel and car rental prices too. Well, that’s not entirely accurate,
as the wholesale prices are largely determined by suppliers. However, some airlines are
tapping their frequent flier partner networks to negotiate deals. In exchange for special
prices, hotel chains and car rental companies might receive preferred display status on
booking pages or benefit from an advantageous multiplier that creates better value for
members.
Imagine the complexity of tailoring offers for elite status fliers or based upon a member’s
travel patterns. Platinum level members could be encouraged to choose a Hilton Hotel if
past accrual activity only includes stays at Hyatt Hotels. A member who has only earned
points for renting from Hertz could be offered a sweet deal for a car from Avis. These
loyalty inducing methods are entirely possible because alternative rewards place the airline
firmly in the complete travel booking process: air, hotel, and car.

11

“Annual Round-Trip Fares and Fees: Domestic” for 2010 reviewed at the Air Transport Association website
November 2011.
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The mileage values delivered by frequent flier programs for hotel and car rewards very likely
reflect the supply and demand nature of alternative rewards. Most carriers set a monthly
budget for the expense of buying hotel and car rewards. High member demand - - which
can easily break a budget - - is controlled by reward price increases. Likewise, tepid
demand can be stimulated by lower reward prices. The lower value offered by an airline
may merely represent management’s response to overwhelming demand for hotel and car
rewards. It may also indicate the carrier’s decision to minimize cash expenditures for nonairline rewards. And perhaps, it may signal a little bit of both.
Hotels and cars are a natural addition to a program’s reward chart
Frequent flier programs may have strayed from their paths during the early 1990s. Cashing
the checks provided by credit card partner banks and finding new ways to clamp down on
reward seats were the fashion of the day. One-way rewards, pay-with-points, and
alternative rewards are all methods to improve the status of all members, not just those
who have elite status. But hotel and car rewards deliver something beyond the mere
alternative of trinkets such as a toothbrush sanitizer or coffee maker. They are the key
components of the travel troika - - air, hotel, and car. You see evidence of this at every
website that sells travel where the ever-present three tabs solicit bookings for all three.
The best airlines know they are travel companies. One of the most profitable airlines on
planet Earth readily practices this. Allegiant Airlines has been called a travel company that
just happens to own an airline. They’d rather sell you a vacation package than a single airline
ticket. This explains the added value provided by hotel and car rewards. Sure, the rebate
cards offered by Capital One and others offer air travel, vacations, and merchandise. But
only an airline can truly take you someplace and it’s almost always the first travel
component purchased. Lufthansa is among the airlines that knows and practices this. Just
look at its website to see the pixels dedicated to destinations and experiences.

The inclusion of hotel and car rewards pinpoints the airline and its frequent flier program as
the focal point for the travel planning process. But most importantly, it allows an airline to
become a dream factory that creates travel experiences for people.
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